NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR TO VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS. FACTORY CANNOT
ASSUME ALTERATION COSTS AFTER FINAL SUBMITTAL DRAWINGS
HAVE BEEN APPROVED.
2. FOUR (4) UNITS REQUIRED.
3. HOUSING, SIDE ARM CHANNELS & COUNTERWEIGHTS TO BE HOT DIP
GALVANIZED STEEL & PAINTED ALUMINUM.
4. MANUFACTURER TO FURNISH TEMPLATE & (4) 1/2" Ø x 12" x 3" L TYPE
ANCHOR ANCHOR BOLTS.
5. REFER TO DRAWING BVZ-2??? FOR ELECTRICAL.
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PROPOSED REPLACEMENT WARNING GATES
FOR DULUTH AERIAL BRIDGE
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NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR TO VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS. FACTORY CANNOT ASSUME ALTERATION COSTS AFTER FINAL SUBMITTAL DRAWINGS HAVE BEEN APPROVED.
2. FOUR (4) UNITS REQUIRED.
3. HOUSING, SIDE ARM CHANNELS & COUNTERWEIGHTS TO BE HOT DIP GALVANIZED STEEL & PAINTED ALUMINUM.
4. MANUFACTURER TO FURNISH TEMPLATE & (4) 1/2" Ø x 12" x 3" L TYPE ANCHOR ANCHOR BOLTS.
5. REFER TO DRAWING BV2-E??? FOR ELECTRICAL.
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3/4" Ø HOLE FOR 1/2" ANCHOR BOLTS (4 PL)